Pinterest is a social network that gives you a space to save and organize things
you like on the internet. It all starts with a pin, which is a visual bookmark. For
example, let's say you like using the Internet to discover new recipes.
Whenever you find a recipe you like, you could save that recipe to a board on
Pinterest. The pin will be a photo from the recipes website, typically the
picture of the finished product. When you click the pin, it will link you back to
the original website, turning your board into a collection of visual bookmarks.

Pinteresting Terms
A pin is a visual bookmark that links from Pinterest to another website.
Users on Pinterest are commonly called pinners. Whenever you find
pinners you like, you can choose to follow their pins. This way, whenever
they share new pins, you'll see them on your homepage.
Followers are other Pinterest users who have chosen to follow your pins.
Whenever you add a new pin, it will appear on your followers' homepages.
When you save a pin you discover on Pinterest to one of your own boards,
it was called re-pinning. Now it's called saving.
A board is where you'll save related pins. For example, you could create a
board for the different recipes you find online.
When you see a pin that you
would like to save, you can
either click on it for more
information, or hover you
mouse over it , which will
allow you to save
immediately (pinterest will
give you a suggestion of
what board to save on!)

If you click on the pin it will
open up to give you more
information, including it's
original source, and you can
choose to save it from here, or
even send it to a friend!

Click to access your profile.

Click here to return
to the homepage at
any time.

If you're looking for something
specific, you can type what you're
looking for into the search box
and press Enter.

Click to see recent
pins from people
you follow.

From here,
you can
see your
recent
notifications
and direct
messages.

Recent pins from the people you
follow will appear whenever you
sign in to Pinterest. You can
click a pin to open a larger view,
then click the image to navigate
to the pin's original source page.

Pinning Tip! The Pinterest browser button makes it easy to save a recipe or
website directly to one of your boards on Pinterest. This feature is for computers
only. All you have to do is add the Pinterest browser button to your favorite
browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Google Chrome), and you're ready to
go. For more info or to download it to your computer visit:
https://help.pinterest.com/en/articles/add-pinterest-browser-button#Web
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